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market average there's a good chance the dividend is about to be cut or suspended. It hap-

pened recently to BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto, although perhaps that is understandable since 
both are highly cyclical companies. It can also happen to more defensive "blue chip" stocks, 

with Tesco being a good example. Like Tesco a few years ago, Legal & General (LON:L&G) is 
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dividend-focused investor my interest is certainly peaked, but will L&G just turn out to be 

another Tesco?

Investors in L&G have 
been here before
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fered investors an enticing dividend 

yield. The most recent and extreme 
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it's not surprising that the compa-

ny's shares were clobbered. Be-
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declined by more than 80% from 
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more than 20%, and no, that isn't a 

typo. 

A successful track record 
provides some degree of 
comfort
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done in the past? The answer is quite 
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sults the last ten years have mostly 

been very successful, as Chart 1 

shows.
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chart starts out badly thanks to the 
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for that, the company's post-crisis 

recovery has been very impres-

sive. Dividends have been growing 

But that spectacular yield didn't last. 

A dividend cut of more than 30% 
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so – at least in some respects – the 

market was right to have pushed 

the share price down. In retrospect 

though, the price decline was mas-

sively overdone.

The dividend was only reduced to 
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price still made L&G one of the great 
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2015 the share price had rallied over 

1,000% to almost 300p, so buying 
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very lucky) thing to have done.
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“THIS ISN’T 
THE FIRST 
TIME L&G 

HAS OFFERED 
INVESTORS 

AN ENTICING 
DIVIDEND 
YIELD.”
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“HIGH RETURNS 
ON EQUITY ARE 

TYPICALLY 
THE RESULT 
OF EITHER 

COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGES OR 
AN AGGRESSIVE 

USE OF 
LEVERAGE.”
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by around 20% per year, earnings by 
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What's also obvious from that chart is 

the consistency of the recovery, with 

net assets and dividends growing in 

every post-crisis year and earnings in 

almost every year. If you're looking for 

a high yield stock from a company with 

a track record of consistently growing 
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that bill.

Another positive aspect of L&G is its 
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is better than most companies and 

better than most life insurers as well. 

High returns on equity are typically the 

result of either competitive advantages 

or an aggressive use of leverage.

Since high levels of leverage can be 

dangerous it's worth taking a look at 

how much debt and other forms of 

leverage L&G has used to produce its 

impressive growth rate. If its use of lev-

erage is not excessive then perhaps its 
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stead by competitive advantages. 

L&G's use of leverage 
appears to be relatively 
prudent
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borrowings. My usual approach to 

measuring the appropriateness of a 

company's debts is to compare them 
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the ratio between its operational bor-
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That's actually quite low as most com-

panies have a debt ratio between one 
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low four I'm not usually worried. L&G's 
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rowings are unlikely to be a cause of 

major problems when the next inevita-

ble bump in the road comes along.
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panies use is the insurance premiums 

paid in by customers. As insurance 
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go into one big pot which is then used 

to pay out claims as they arise. This 
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sheet as an asset and most life insur-

ance companies invest it in things like 

equities, bonds and property in order 

to generate an additional investment 

return.
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sheet sits the value of expected future 

claims, which is a liability to the insur-

ance company. It is of course a good 

idea to make sure that there are more 

than enough premium assets to cover 

all of the expected claim liabilities; in 

other words there should be a surplus 

of premiums over expected claims.

How big should this 
surplus be?
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means a bigger margin of safety against 

the risk that actual future claims turn 

out to be larger than expected or that 

investment returns turn out to be neg-

ative. But a larger premium surplus 

typically means higher premium prices 

which may not be price competitive 
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against other insurers. That in turn 

means the overall amount of insur-

ance written and premiums invested 

could be smaller, which could mean 

4(##$ "%#7*/%5($ /%6$ "%F(#'+(%'$ 3*0)'$

will be generated. 
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surplus typically means lower premium 

prices, which leads to more insurance 

being written and a larger pot of pre-

miums to invest. That of course can 

lead to more insurance and investment 
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taken to extremes where insurance is 
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miums are too low to cover expected 

claims) in order to write more policies 

and gather more premiums. The hope 

is that those additional premiums 

can produce investment returns that 
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ance loss. This low premium surplus 

model is, as you might expect, much 

more risky and in the long run most 

insurance companies aim for a surplus 

which is somewhere in the middle.

There are various ways of measuring 

the appropriateness of a company's 

premium surplus, but my preferred 

approach is to use the premium/sur-

plus ratio, which compares how much 

premium an insurance company has 

earned to its premium surplus. To 

calculate the ratio I use net earned 

premium from the income statement 

and tangible shareholder equity from 

the balance sheet. If the ratio between 

them is more than two then the com-

pany's premium surplus may be dan-

gerously thin.

In L&G's case it reported net earned 

3*(+"7+#$ 01$ WN9@L%$ "%$ '!($ 4/'(#'$ /%-

nual results along with tangible share-
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company a premium/surplus ratio of 

0.8. Taking a longer view, over the past 

)F($ ;(/*#$ '!($ /F(*/8($ 3*(+"7+[#7*-

plus ratio has been 1.2.
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dent, but the picture is clouded some-

what by L&G's business model, which 

involves running several closely related 

L7'$4/*8(4;$#(3/*/'($L7#"%(##(#$Q<!"5!$

I'll outline in a moment). Having looked 

at the accounts in a bit more detail I 

can't see any obvious reason why this 

prudent-seeming premium/surplus ra-

tio would be hugely misleading, so I'll 

assume it isn't.

Having said that, the company's past 

isn't an unending picture of low-risk 

bliss. In the crisis years of 2008 and 

>??A$ '!($3*(+"7+[#7*347#$ */'"0$ 8*(<$
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ing the stress the company's balance 

sheet was under as equity markets col-

lapsed. 

The company's predictable response 
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ments by lowering their equity allo-

cation, which is the opposite of what 

modern portfolio theory tells us to do 

Q"'$ #/;#$ '0$L7;$/##('#$ '!/'$!/F($ 1/44(%$

in value rather than sell them as L&G 

did). L&G's position as a forced seller 

in the crisis is a good example of why 

+/*G('#$ /*($ %0'$ 3*"5($ (\5"(%'=$ /#$

many investors large and small buy or 

sell for reasons other than price and 

value alone.

So after all that number-gazing where 

does that leave L&G? As far as I can see 

"'&#$/$!"8!4;$3*0)'/L4(=$3*76(%'4;$+/%-

aged company that has produced con-

sistent and successful results since its 

“THERE ARE AROUND $9 TRILLION OF DEFINED BENEFIT 
PENSION LIABILITIES GLOBALLY, AND A GROWING 

NUMBER OF COMPANIES ARE LOOKING TO OFFLOAD 
THOSE LIABILITIES ONTO COMPANIES – SUCH AS L&G – 

WHO HAVE THE RIGHT EXPERTISE TO DEAL WITH THEM.”
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That's good to know, but I also like to 

know a little bit about what a company 
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results, and also what it might do in the 

future. So let's have a look at that now.

Transitioning from life 
insurer to asset manager
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strategy for achieving this goal is to run 

several complementary businesses in 

order to take advantage of the various 

synergies and cross-selling opportuni-

ties which they provide.

Today those businesses are: Retire-

ment, which deals with pensions for 

individuals and corporate pension 

#5!(+(#$ Q'!*078!$ /%%7"'"(#$ /%6$ *(-

lated products); Insurance, which is 

+0#'4;$ 4"1($ L7'$ /4#0$ 8(%(*/4$ Q0*$ %0%O

life) insurance; Savings and Investment 

Management, which manufacture low-

cost savings and investment products; 
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from annuity premium generated by 
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surance premiums, annuity premiums 

don't have to be held in liquid assets 

as they will never be paid out to cover 

a claim. As a result annuity premiums 

can be invested in illiquid real assets 

such as buildings and infrastructure).

Putting it another way, the company 

consists primarily of asset manage-

+(%'$L7#"%(##(#$QX%F(#'+(%'$M/%/8(-

ment, Capital and Savings) and busi-

nesses which funnel assets into those 

/##('$+/%/8(*#$Q`('"*(+(%'$/%6$X%#7*-

ance). That puts asset management, 

rather than life insurance, at the heart 

of the business, and that trend is ex-

pected to continue into the future.

However, perhaps a more important 

and certainly more impressive trend 

is the rapid growth of the company's 

Retirement business, which focuses 

0%$ 6(O*"#G"%8$ 6()%(6$ L(%()'$ 3(%-

sion schemes. The problem of under-

funded pension schemes is becoming 

a mainstream issue thanks largely to 

the mess that is British Home Stores, 

but it is also a global issue. There are 
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pension liabilities globally, and a grow-

ing number of companies are looking 

'0$0b0/6$'!0#($4"/L"4"'"(#$0%'0$50+3/-

nies – such as L&G – who have the right 

expertise to deal with them.

2011 marked a watershed year with 
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swaps help pension schemes hedge 

their exposure to the risk of pension-

ers living longer than expected). In 

2012 the Retirement business unit was 

spun out from the previous Risk unit 
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ities and life insurance) and since then 
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much of L&G's recent growth.

Although the UK pension risk transfer 
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market is expected to continue to grow 

at a healthy rate, L&G is also looking 

abroad – and especially to the US – for 

additional deals and faster growth. 

This is perhaps the most interesting 

aspect of the company: its access to a 

leading position in what could poten-

tially be a high growth market over the 

next ten or twenty years.

A value trap? Perhaps, but 
I don't think it's likely

As always there is a chance that it 

could all go horribly wrong. After all, 

life insurance is a cyclical industry and 

'!($ 50+3/%;&#$ 3*0)'#$ /%6$ 6"F"6(%6#$

could take a hammering in the next 

inevitable bear market. But at a share 
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non-life threatening risk is already fac-

tored into the price. 

I'm more concerned about structural 

risks that could permanently damage 

the company, such as excessive lever-

age or a market which is in permanent 

decline. As far as I can tell, the company 

is not obviously exposed to that sort of 

structural risk, although of course that 

could change in the future.

As things stand then, L&G has an ex-

tensive list of attractive features, from 

its long and largely successful track 

*(50*6$ '0$ "'#$ !"8!$ 3*0)'/L"4"';=$ Q#((+-

ingly) prudent use of leverage, its lead-

ing position in a global growth market 

and its progressive dividend policy. 

So with an impressively high dividend 

;"(46$ 01$ C9cS=$ 60$ X$ '!"%G$ ,-.$ "#$ /$ 30-

tential bargain or the next Tesco? The 

answer by now should be obvious. 

_4(/*4;$ '!(*($ /*($ %0$ #7*(O)*($ L('#$ "%$

the stock market, but I wouldn't be the 

least bit surprised if by the end of the 

year Legal & General made up three or 

four percent of my portfolio.

“L&G HAS AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF 
ATTRACTIVE FEATURES, FROM ITS 
LONG AND LARGELY SUCCESSFUL 

TRACK RECORD TO ITS HIGH 
PROFITABILITY, (SEEMINGLY) 

PRUDENT USE OF LEVERAGE, ITS 
LEADING POSITION IN A GLOBAL 

GROWTH MARKET AND ITS 
PROGRESSIVE DIVIDEND POLICY.”
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